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TERM 3

Dates to

2017

remember
MOVIE NIGHT
Friday September 15th.
5:45 pm at kinder

PICTURE PLATES
Due back at kinder September
18th. See the Educators for details.

SOUTH KINGSVILLE PRESCHOOL
COMMITTEE OF MANAGEMENT
MEETINGS
SEPTEMBER 19TH
OCTOBER 17TH
NOVEMBER 21ST
NOVEMBER 28TH (AGM)

Welcome to the South Kingsville Preschool Newsletter for Term 3.
BUSH KINDER
We are very excited to announce that our Bush Kinder program
will begin for our 4 year old groups from 2018. Both groups will
attend bush kinder 1 session a week at Newport Lakes Reserve.
We have finalised all the policies regarding South Kingsville Preschool’s Bush Kinder Program and these are available in the parent
folders in the library at kinder or on our website. A Bush Kinder
information booklet is being developed and this, along with a lot of
information will be provided at this years AGM on November
28th.
LUNCHBOX ITEMS
Just a reminder to parents and carers not to pack nuts or items
containing peanut butter. We have children at the centre with allergies, so these items must not be included in your child’s lunchbox to keep these children safe. It is important that we all try to
limit the potentially allergy causing foods coming to kinder.

DECEMBER 5TH

FEES AND MONEY TO KINDER

All meetings are held at the
kinder at 7:00 pm. All welcome.

When bringing in fees in cash, or money for events can everyone
please enclose the money in an envelope with the event, child’s
name and group on it. A reminder that all money should be placed
in the silver locked box inside the kinder door instead of being
handed to educators. It is also required that exact amounts are
used as we do not carry change. Thankyou.

WELCOME TO OUR NEW CHICKENS!!
Two new chickens have arrived at the kinder and we look forward
to hearing the names the children come up with for them.

From the
President

Term 3 is well underway and I can feel that spring is not too far away. It certainly has
been a busy and exciting few months for me in the new role and for the committee. We
have welcomed two new members to the committee Dianne Rees (Treasurer) and Brooke
Caddell. Thanks to you both for stepping up to help, your contribution is invaluable.
As part of our ongoing commitment to applying with the Child Safety Standards the committee has agreed to the staff training, parent workshop and incursions for the children,
which will be delivered by Body Safety Australia. There will be more information about
this in the coming months.
We have received a grant from Junior Landcare and Hobsons Bay City Council to spend
on the kinder’s outside area. We are planning to plant more native edible and ornamental plants within the kinder grounds with the intention of attracting local birds, butterflies
and insects. We are going to have a working bee early in term 4. Hopefully we can recreate the energy that we had at the last working bee.
The extension to the outside deck area have been in the pipeline for a while now. It is
starting to feel a little more like reality as we are in the process of engaging a builder with
the hope of starting construction later this year or early next year. Watch this space!
We are so excited that Bush kinder will be a regular part of 2018 in term 2 and 3. I would
particularly like to thank Elissa and Dawn for their vision and hard work to make this possible. I can’t wait to hear about all their adventures.
Our big event for last term was the disco and it looked like everyone had a great night.
We even got to see some of the Dads get up and do some moves. A big thankyou to everyone that came, Spotswood Football Club for the use of their clubrooms, David Woulda
(Levi’s dad) and Modern Teaching Aids for the great raffle prices, Snugglebum owner
Melanie Grant for the pyjama’s, Dawn and Elissa for attending and all the committee
members for making the night possible.
This year Hobsons Bay City council are using a different system to notify offers for 4-yearold Kinder for 2018. If you have not yet heard I would encourage you to call Hobsons Bay
City Council.

From the
President

We are a kinder that is run by a voluntary Committee of Management and
each November we hold a AGM to elect the incoming committee. If you
are at all interested please feel free to come and have a chat to me. I can
often be found in the office on a Tuesday or Thursday between 1.15pm
and 3pm or can be emailed at president@skps.edu.gov.au
Louisa Bear

Fundraising 2017
DISCO
A fabulous time was had by all at the South Kingsville Preschool Disco. It was a lovely night for the children to dance and have fun and the adults to mingle and enjoy the nibbles and drinks. Thankyou to
everyone involved in organising this event and everyone who came and enjoyed the night.

MOVIE NIGHT
The excitement builds for Movie Night on FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 15TH AT 5:45PM.
The Movie SING will commence at 6:00pm at South Kingsville Preschool.
Come dressed in your pyjama’s and bring a sleeping bag or blanket.

PICTURE PLATES
Another great fundraiser that we have underway is the opportunity for your child to create a picture
plate or picture clock. They draw their own design on a template and receive back a beautiful work of
art that is a wonderful keepsake. For details and to get your template, just ask the staff.
The templates and payment need to be back by September 18th.
Plates $27 & Clocks $32
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THREE YEAR OLD GROUP
COCKATOOS
Lisa & Rachel
Term 3 has just flown past and we have had such an enjoyable term. In our group time session, we started the term exploring the United Nations Conventions Rights of the child, in particular the rights for all
children to play, discover, speak, be healthy and safe. Through discussion and play we have explored
these rights by reading books about emergency services in our community such as police, firefighters,
SES and lifesavers. We set up an imaginary police station in our home corner, we had a life saver come in
to speak to us about how to be safe around water. We spoke about healthy eating and collected data
and graphed out our favourite fruits in the class. We talked about how by playing, exploring and asking
questions we can learn about our world in which we live in.
We celebrated book week by dressing up in our favourite book characters. It was great to see so many
different characters and we enjoyed reading a number of different stories. We were lucky to have Lidija
a parent, join us and read the children the story which won the Children’s Book Council of Australia
Awards: Early Childhood Book of the year 2017 story titled `Go home cheeky animals’ by Johanna Bell.
In aid of science week, we decided to conduct a couple of science experiments. The first was traveling
water. Here we used three jars filled with coloured water and watch how the coloured water travelled
up the paper towel and mixed together and changed colour. Questions were asked about why the liquid
can travel up through the paper and why colours can mix and change.
We also simulated a rocket balloon experiment together. We attached a balloon to a straw and thread
the straw on a string. After blowing up the balloon we let it go and watched the balloon be propelled
down the string. The children were asked numerous questions about why and how the balloon moved.
We have enjoyed making our Father’s Day gifts, following from the children’s interest in finger painting
and hand prints as well as making our dads beautiful cards. We celebrated Father’s Day with an afternoon tea and the children were able to have a play at kinder with their dads.
We have been enjoying listening to the children’s favorite song and will give the children the opportunity to bring in their favorite story and present it to class. The children enjoy being able to share their favorite things from home with their class and in turn they are helping develop their communication skills.

We look forward to term 4 and we wish all of our families a safe and restful break.
Thank you Lisa and Rachel
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FOUR YEAR OLD GROUPS
KOOKABURRAS
Elissa, Dawn & Tina
As we reflect on the term we have commented on the growth of all the children in lots of different
areas. Most of the children are coming along in leaps and bounds with their confidence, social and
emotional skills. We have seen children displaying many of the learning dispositions that we would
identify as critical for their future success and engagement in any area of education: persistence, curiosity, hypothesising, testing and pursuing interests, engagement and a sense of belonging.
The children are showing a greater interest in literacy and numeracy as they count sort and order
things in their environment, draw with sticks in the dirt, make our names with play dough, write
friends & family names and much more. We will continue to provide opportunities for the children to
explore literacy and numeracy in hands on experiences throughout the kinder sessions. Embedding it
into everyday routines as we sign our names on sign in sheets, will continue to develop these skills
and we hope that this will make learning fun and also recognise the importance of developmentally
appropriate practise. All the children are at different levels of development and it is important that
we incorporate challenges that are achievable to individuals and therefore ensure that learning is fun
and makes them feel good about themselves. We always discuss the importance of "having a go" to
the children and that mistakes help us learn!
Book Week was so much fun as children and educators shared their favourite books,
and dressed up as their favourite characters! It was wonderful to celebrate the
written word as we explored rhyming words, syllables, capital and lower case letters,
and looked at the way and how a book was made. Discussing the spine of a book, an
author, illustrator, what a title might tell us and the blurb
about a book. Some of the children wrote their own stories
and shared them with their peers.
Science Week: The children had the opportunities to experiment with science
activities. We asked the children to hypothesis what they thought might happen, the reasons why and after the experiments we concluded what had actually happened.
We experimented with chalk in different liquids and what this might look like if it was
our teeth. We tested what coke does to dirty coins, and how the ingredients Bi-Carb
soda and vinegar make a chemical reaction, exploring this as a volcano.
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FOUR YEAR OLD GROUPS
KOOKABURRAS
Elissa, Dawn & Tina
We experimented with sweet and sour fruits and vegetables: taste tested many new fruits and vegetables. This was in line with the science week theme: exploring the relationships between food, science,
innovation, technology and the environment.

The children spoke about their favourite fruit or vegetable. This lead onto cooking soup and orange
juice. We investigated the process an orange would go through from harvest to factory to shop to make
orange juice.

All of these experiences shared the same goals: Igniting children’s curiosity, encouraging the children to
make predictions and test them, developing children’s thinking strategies and learning dispositions that
will encourage the children to develop a love for life-long learning.
Board games offer enormous educational value. When children engage in these experiences they need
to work together, take turns, follow instructions and rules and communicate effectively with each other.
They learn about winning and losing and being a good sport, and they learn mathematical and language
based concepts.
We celebrated father’s night with our dads, grandparent, uncle, special male figure and/or older sibling.
It was great to see many special people attend the night with their kinder child. We believe this builds
community connection and gives opportunities for many dads/special person to connect with the kinder
in which at times they find difficult due to kinder hours. The children and their special guest got busy
painting, building glider planes, hammering away at the woodwork table, having a tea party in the magical forest, completing a difficult puzzle of snuggling up enjoying a moment reading a book.
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When dads/male figure are involved in their young children’s care it means that they can help their children build strong relationships during childhood and later in life, the father-child bond is more likely to
last into the child’s adulthood. When dads are involved with their family and their early childhood service, children are more likely to feel happy and healthy.
https://www.kidsmatter.edu.au/sites/default/files/public/KMEC_C3-201205-03_Dads-connecting.pdf

We had a delightful day with Ranger Libby planting trees in Newport Lakes Reserve. This was in recognition of tree planting week. The children had the opportunity to dig holes with tools, handle the shrubs,
plant and refill the holes. The children were curious, interested and energetic. It was a great experience
and many of the children have taken their families back to show them “their” plant. We had, had discussions on what do plants do for our environment, how we can respect our environments, what do trees
and shrubs do for us and other living creatures, and what do trees and shrubs require form our environment. Lots of thinking, questions, predicating and investigating to find out answers.

The children also took on many challenges and took calculated risks on a big tree. Connecting with the
natural environment is an important part of childhood, it is about challenging oneself, respecting the environment, being outside releases endorphins to help with our mental state and builds self confidence
and self-esteem.
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The kookaburra children found Blackie the chicken had passed away in the chicken coop. The children
showed lots of empathy and were deeply affected by her passing. The children had the opportunity to
say some kind words to her and they thought it would be nice if they buried Blackie with some of her favourite items. The children gathered flowers and feathers and odds and ends and we wrapped her up in
material. The children then buried Blackie down the side of the kinder. The children go to the window inside and talk to Blackie and check on her.

The children have been experimenting and exploring with paper and paint. We have looked at the way in
which we can participate with paper and paper and the way it can participate with us: movement, mixing, noise, texture, ways we can use our body parts, sensory…..

We look forward to making new discoveries and going on more adventures next term.
Elissa, Dawn & Tina
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FOUR YEAR OLD GROUPS
ROSELLAS
Emma, Dawn, Rachel, Robyn & Vicki
The Rosella children have all come such a long way since the beginning of the year. It is so amazing as
educators to watch as the children grow and learn in our play based environment. The skills they are
learning at kinder are setting them up for success at school and to help with the transition to school in
the coming months. No doubt you have all chosen the school for your child and they will be having the
transition program starting soon. If you have any questions about this please come and see one of the
educators.
In the coming month Emma will commence writing the Transition to School Statement which all families are invited to be involved in. This transition to school statement is a document which gives the
school information to help your child transition in to school and gives them the tools they may need to
get your child off to the best start they can. There is a part specifically for the family to fill out and I will
give you further information in term four when I require your input.

So what have the Rosella’s been up to during term 3?
We began the term celebrating our cultural history with Naidoc week. We read traditional stories read
by Aboriginal elders, we painted on bark, made boomerangs and made our own paints outside by
grinding rocks together, mixing with water and making different coloured paints.
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Book Week Celebrations, the children each bought in a book to share with a friend and dressed up
as their favourite book character.
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Newport Lakes Tree Planting Day
We had our tree planting day at Newport Lakes which was a great success. The children really enjoyed
being a part of this initiative. I wonder if anyone has been back to see if there tree has grown yet!
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Our Earth
We have been talking about what we know about earth and made an earth collage. This is what some of
the children had to say about their knowledge of earth……
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Spring is in the air……the silk worms are hatching!
The children are
doing observational drawings of
what they see as
the silk worms are
hatching, eating
and growing. What
will happen next in
the life cycle of the
silk worms??

Making spring Flowers, with a focus on colour mixing to sharpen colour observation and recognition.
An activity to strengthen fine motor muscles when using scissors, as well as pencil grip when tracing.
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POLICY NEWS
POLICIES THAT HAVE BEEN REVIEWED THIS YEAR:
Complaints and Grievances Policy
Information Technology Policy
Enrolment and Orientation Policy
Food Safety Policy
SKPS NEW BUSH KINDER POLICIES:
Delivery and Collection Policy
Extreme Weather Policy
Emergency Evacuation Policy
Play Benefit and Risk Policy (including water/risk benefit analysis)
Protective Clothing Policy
Dog Awareness Policy
Snake Awareness and First Aid Policy
Identification and Visibility Policy
SKPS Bush Kinder Risk Assessment
These policies are available in our parent library or on our website.
SKPS CHILD SAFE STATEMENT
In line with our commitment to the Child Safe Standards South Kingsville Preschool has developed a
Child Safe Statement.
South Kingsville Preschool is committed to child safety. We want children to be safe, happy & empowered. We support and respect all children as well as staff and volunteers. South Kingsville Preschool is committed to the cultural safety of Aboriginal children, the cultural safety of children from a
culturally and/or linguistically diverse background and to providing a safe environment for children
with a disability and/or vulnerable children, allowing these children to participate equally.
We have zero tolerance of child abuse and all allegations and safety concerns will be treated very seriously and consistently with our robust policies and procedures. Please refer to our Child Safe Policy
for further information.

